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CHENGDU: Increasingly frequent terror-
ist attacks are becoming a growing threat
to the global economy, finance chiefs
from the world’s leading economies said
yesterday. Earlier this month 84 people
were killed in Nice when a Tunisian truck
driver-suspected to be inspired by the
Islamic State jihadist group-ploughed a
19-tonne vehicle through a holiday
crowd. That followed Paris attacks last
year which left 130 dead.

Kabul mourned yesterday after its
deadliest attack for 15 years killed 80
people and left hundreds maimed the
previous day, reigniting concern that
Islamic State was seeking to expand its
foothold in Afghanistan. Last week a
German-Iranian gunman-believed not to
be connected to the Islamic State group
but   “obsessed” with mass killers-shot

dead nine people in the German city of
Munich before killing himself.

“We condemn, in the strongest possi-
ble terms, the recent terrorist attacks,”
G20 finance chiefs said in a communique
after meeting in the Chinese city of
Chengdu, adding that terrorism was one
of the issues that “complicate” the eco-
nomic environment. France’s finance
minister Michel Sapin said the concept of
terrorism as an economic risk itself was
new, but its inclusion in economic analy-
ses was now “normal”. 

“The world has already experienced
terrorist attacks, the world experiences
regional destabilizations,” he told AFP.
“But today the frequency of attacks cre-
ates a new situation of uncertainty, which
is at least as damaging as regional desta-
bilizations or a regional conflict. “That can

have economic consequences that are
just as important,” he said. The G20 has
long promoted efforts to combat financ-
ing of terrorist activities, particularly the
work of the Financial Action Task Force.
US Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew told
reporters the meeting “reaffirmed our
solidarity and resolve to fight terrorism in
all its forms and wherever it occurs, and
strengthening our efforts to prevent
financing of terrorism”.

Sapin pointed out that funding for
what he called “low-cost terrorism”, car-
ried out domestically using methods that
cost attackers relatively little, must also
be addressed. In a report ahead of the
G20 meeting, IMF staff cited terrorism as
an “ongoing concern”, among others
including geopolitical tensions, climate-
related factors and diseases. — AFP 

Terror attacks a growing economic threat

CHENGDU: Finance ministers and central bank governors pose for a “family photo” at the G20 finance ministers meeting in Chengdu, in China’s
Sichuan province.  —AFP 

CHENGDU: Britain’s vote to leave
the European Union heightens risks
for the world economy, finance
chiefs from the G20 group of lead-
ing countries said yesterday. The
outcome of June’s referendum
“adds to the uncertainty in the
global economy”, they said in a
communique after a meeting of
central bankers and government
officials in the Chinese city of
Chengdu. But they insisted that
G20 countries were “well posi-
tioned to proactively address the
potential economic and financial
consequences” of the vote, adding: 

“In the future, we hope to see
the UK as a close partner of the EU.”
The G20 cited several other factors
complicating the global economic
environment, among them “geopo-
litical conflicts, terrorism and
refugee flows”. But participants said
Brexit was at the forefront of con-
cerns at the meeting in Chengdu,
the last before the G20 summit in
September. Philip Hammond,
Britain’s finance minister, told
reporters the subject had come up
“a great deal”. 

“The reality is there will be a
measure of uncertainty continu-
ing right up to the conclusion of
our negotiations with the EU,” he
said.  Before the meeting,  the
International  Monetar y Fund
(IMF) downgraded its forecasts for

global growth this year and next
by 0.1 percentage points, to 3.1
percent and 3.4 percent respec-
tively. “‘Brexit’ marks the material-
ization of an important downside
risk to global growth,” IMF staff
said in a report, adding that as it
was “still very much unfolding,
more negative outcomes are a
distinct possibility”.

Officials in Chengdu said pro-
tracted or acrimonious talks
between the EU and Britain over
the departure could heighten the
dangers. US Treasury Secretary
Jacob Lew stressed to his European
and British counterparts “the need
for negotiations to take place in a
smooth, pragmatic and transparent
manner”. “A highly integrated rela-
tionship between the UK and the
EU is in the best interests of Europe,
the United States and the global
economy,” he told journalists after
the meeting. 

‘Solidarity and resolve’ 
Other challenges threaten: a

slowdown in the Chinese econo-
my, as well as terrorist attacks and
the failed coup in Turkey. Earlier
this month 84 people were killed
in the French city of Nice when a
Tunisian truck driver-suspected to
be inspired by the Islamic State
jihadist group-ploughed his vehi-
cle through crowds. On Friday, a

German-Iranian gunman
described as “obsessed” with mass
killers shot dead nine people in
the German city of Munich before
killing himself.

“We condemn, in the strongest
possible terms, the recent terrorist
attacks,” the communique said.
“We reaffirm our solidarity and
resolve in the fight against terror-
ism in all its forms and wherever it
occurs.” French Finance Minister
Michel Sapin told AFP that terror-
ism had become an economic risk:
“Today the frequency of attacks
creates a new situation of uncer-
tainty, which is at least as damag-
ing as regional destabilizations or
a regional conflict.”

But the communique did not
mention the failed attempt to
depose Turkey’s President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan or his subsequent
widespread crackdown on oppo-
nents. Officials said the Turkish del-
egation had demanded an explicit
statement of support for Erdogan’s
government, but some other repre-
sentatives had demurred.

Lackluster growth 
Concerns about slowing growth

in China, the world’s second largest
economy, have receded into the
background at the G20 in the face
of other threats. Beijing is
embarked on a fundamental transi-

tion intended to make domestic
consumption the key economic
driver instead of massive public
spending and cheap exports.

The communique repeated a
pledge from an earlier meeting in
the Chinese commercial hub
Shanghai in February, that G20
countries would use “all policy
tools”, including monetary easing,
fiscal spending and structural
change, to boost growth. But it
added action could be taken “indi-
vidually and collectively ” and
called for “inclusive growth” to
bring in those left out of economic
prosperity.  Fiscally rigorous
Germany in particular is reluctant
to endorse the use of government
spending to boost growth, seeing
it as ineffective.

“It would be a mistake to think
about the choice of tools as being
either/or when it comes to structur-
al reforms or using fiscal space,” said
Lew.  “The two go hand-in-glove.”
Embattled IMF managing director
Christine Lagarde-who faces prose-
cution in France on accusations of
neglecting her duties as a govern-
ment minister-abruptly cancelled a
news conference after the meeting,
citing scheduling conflicts.
“Lackluster growth of the post-cri-
sis era continues,” she said in a
statement. “Structural reforms are
particularly critical.” — AP 

G20: Brexit is A risk 

to global growth 
‘Adds to uncertainty in global economy’

MUNICH: A memorial of candles and flowers is seen yesterday in front of the
Olympia Einkaufszentrum shopping centre in Munich, southern Germany,
where an 18-year-old German-Iranian student run amok. — AFP  

BRUSSELS: The EU should suspend struc-
tural funds to Spain and Portugal after they
failed to rein in their debt, according to a
letter from the European Commission seen
by AFP on Saturday. Eurozone finance min-
isters agreed this month to impose
unprecedented sanctions against Spain
and Portugal for overstepping the bloc’s
budget deficit limits. The penalties would
be the first time Brussels has wielded its
disciplinary powers over member states’
budgets, in a move that has inflamed ten-
sions over its power.

European Commission vice president
Jyrki Katainen said “socio-economic fac-
tors,” including the Iberian countries’ high
rates of unemployment, should be taken
into account when deciding how much to
suspend. “We remain at your disposal to
participate in a structural dialogue with the
European Parliament on the application of
these measures, with a view to make a bal-
anced proposal,” he said in a letter to the
president of the European Parliament,
Martin Schulz.

Attached to the letter was a list of 12
Portuguese funds and 60 Spanish that
could be suspended, either completely or
in part. Structural funds are used to address
regional disparities within the bloc. Earlier

this month, eurozone finance ministers
found Portugal and Spain had not taken
“effective action” to rein in their deficits,
which remain larger than EU rules allow
after years of painful austerity. Germany’s
Finance Minister Wolfgang Schaeuble
urged the Commission to propose the
complete or partial suspension of structural
funds for projects in 2017 as a penalty.

The EU’s executive branch could also
hand down huge fines that could reach up
to 0.2 percent of their GDP. A source, who
asked not to be named, said that is expect-
ed to be decided by July 27. The penalties
have inflamed tensions in the EU at a time
when politicians are seeking more political
unity after Britain’s surprise vote to leave
the bloc. Portuguese Prime Minister
Antonio Costa hit out against the plans on
Saturday, saying: “There is no justification
for imposing sanctions for not reaching a
target in 2015, when the European
Commission itself recognizes that we will
reach this year’s goal.” Portugal is aiming for
a budget deficit of under three percent of
GDP, down from 4.4 percent last year. Spain,
which has been in political deadlock since
December, reported a deficit of 5.1 percent
of GDP in 2015, way off the target of 4.2
percent set by the Commission. — AFP

STOCKHOLM: Business tycoon Melker
Schorling, one of Sweden’s most prominent
investors, says he is well-positioned to expand
his 60 billion crown ($7 billion) investment
empire even as he prepares to hand over affairs
to his daughters. MSAB, the holding company he
set up in 1999 which spans a diverse set of com-
panies from measurement technology to locks
and guards, has consistently outperformed larg-
er rivals.

Investors attribute Schorling’s success to a
knack for picking small specialists which go on
to become global market leaders. In a decade,
MSAB has had returns of over 500 percent, out-
performing rivals such as Wallenberg-backed
Investor AB and Industrivarden and leading
Swedish media to dub Schorling “King Midas” of
the Stockholm bourse.

MSAB investors include H&M chairman Stefan
Persson and BP & AB Volvo Chairman Carl-Henric
Svanberg. But while Schorling’s path to success
has had few bumps, some analysts are begin-
ning to question the future of the group which
has not made a single new investment in a
decade. Schorling turns 70 next year and
although his daughters have become more
involved they have not yet stepped into high-
profile executive roles, and he recently lost one
of his closest team members, MSAB CEO Ulrik

Svensson, who leaves at year-end to join
Lufthansa as CFO.

Direction and stability 
Svensson’s departure raises some questions

about the group’s direction and stability, analysts
say. Schorling, who shies away from media
appearances, is not planning major changes. “We
are very long-term oriented and it is highly likely
that our holdings will be the same for many years
to come,” he told Reuters in an email. But oppor-
tunity may be on the horizon for MSAB which has
six listed companies like Assa Abloy, the world’s
biggest maker of locks, Securitas, the world’s sec-
ond-biggest provider of guards, and Hexagon,
market leader in precision measurement technol-
ogy.

“For the time being we have actually divested
a bit from our holdings to make sure that we
have enough dry powder for future investments,”
he said. “Valuation multiples are high at the
moment and we believe there could be interest-
ing investment opportunities in the future.” While
Brexit worries have hit shares - the STOXX Europe
Industrial Goods & Services Index is down 8.5
percent on the year - the S&P 500 remains at
record highs. Nordea analyst Elias Porse reckons
Svensson’s departure could trigger a “genera-
tional renewal” of MSAB, with one of the daugh-

ters stepping in as CEO, though a CFO from a
portfolio company could be appointed instead.

Both Sofia and Marta are board members for
MSAB and its investment companies. “Ultimately
they will take over but we do not have a specific
timing for that,” Schorling said. Schorling and his
CEO proteges are bellwethers for investors who
will be watching any investment moves closely.
Last year, when Schorling and Hexagon CEO Ola
Rollen bought into fingerprint sensor maker Next
Biometrics through their high-tech focused
Greenbridge Partners, shares nearly doubled on
the day. Shares in mining gear maker Sandvik
jumped when Assa Abloy’s CEO was named chair.
Those near Schorling say he has an eye for talent.
He insists his leaders take large stakes, so they
reap the benefits or bleed together.

Rollen’s own wealth has multiplied since taking
the job in 2000, when he took an unsecured loan
equal to two years’ salary to buy options - a large
bet by Swedish standards. “Had I been older, wiser
and been able to do the math better at the time, I
would probably never have done it,” he said with a
laugh, reflecting on his financial gamble. Just his
Hexagon B shares are now worth almost $50 mil-
lion. Schorling believes he may have “a good gut
feeling for people”. He looks for entrepreneurship,
long-term thinking and a “very healthy lack of
bureaucracy” in all his CEOs. —Reuters 

CHENGDU: Italy does not have a problem
with its banks, finance minister Pier Carlo
Padoan said Sunday, despite investors fret-
ting about nearly $400 billion of bad debts
weighing down the sector. Fears of a
renewed eurozone debt crisis are rife on
the financial markets if I taly does not
address the 360 billion Euros ($398 billion)
in bad debt sitting in its banks. Markets
have turned sour on several Italian banks,
most notably Italy’s number-three lender
and the world’s oldest bank, Banca Monte
Paschi.  But Padoan sought to calm nerves
on the sidelines of a G20 finance chiefs
meeting in the Chinese city of Chengdu.

“All the countries should relax: There is
no Italian banking problem,” he told AFP.
“There is an economy which has been in
recession for three years, there is accumu-
lated non-performing loans, which have
been dealt with,” he said.  The numbers that
were “floating around” were “vastly exag-
gerated”, he added, saying that “a few cas-
es” would be “adjusted”.  New eurozone
rules limit the use of public money to bail
out banks unless investors are required to
bear part of the burden, potentially restrict-
ing Rome’s scope to intervene.

A scheme to rescue Greek private banks
a year ago came with demands that the
rescued lenders must dispose of assets and

cut jobs.  But Padoan insisted that there
were “no tensions” between Italy and the
European Commission on the issue. “We are
not on a bail-out regime, we are in a bail-in
regime, and all the instruments that are
considered are within those rules,” he said.
“There is no need to bail out anybody.”

Bad debts restrict economic growth as
they reduce the amount of money banks
have available to lend, while a banking fail-
ure can send shockwaves through the real
economy if companies find their access to
funds cut off, or debts are called in. The
Italian banking issue was discussed by the
G20 meeting, and EU economy chief Pierre
Moscovici said that the solution had to be
compliant with the EU’s common rules. The
messages from the Italian representatives
had been “quite affirmative and reassuring”,
he added. US officials said that Treasury
Secretary Jacob Lew and Padoan had dis-
cussed “recent developments in the
European banking sector” on the sidelines
of the G20 gathering. In a statement, the
US Treasury said that Lew had “noted that
while Europe’s banking system is stronger
as a whole due to reforms put in place in
recent years, more work remains”. “Banks
should continue to clean up their balance
sheets and address legacy asset quality
issues,” it added. — AFP 

CHENGDU: Spain’s Economy Minister Cristobal Montoro gestures after taking part in
a “family photo” with other ministers and central bank chiefs at the G20 finance min-
isters meeting. — AFP 

EU may suspend funds 

for Spain and Portugal

LAGOS: Militant group MEND, which
wreaked havoc on Nigerian oil facilities in
the 2000s, said yesterday it was in back-
channel talks with the government to end
renewed violence in the oil-producing
south. “The Movement for the Emancipation
of the Niger Delta (MEND) wishes to confirm
that indeed it has been in preliminary talks
with the federal government through oil
companies and law enforcement agencies,”
the group said in a statement. 

It said the talks were aimed at “finding
solutions to the short, medium and long-

term future of the Niger Delta region”, home
to the country ’s massive oil and gas
resources.  The group had last month called
for a dialogue after a rival group, the Niger
Delta Avengers (NDA), claimed responsibili-
ty for a series of attacks on oil facilities.

Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari
said last week that the government was
negotiating with militants through oil com-
panies and security agencies to end the
string of attacks since February that have
slashed output and worsened the country’s
revenue targets. —AFP
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